PRO'S CORNER / A CASE AGAINST THE 14-CLUB LIMIT

WHY 14 CLUBS?

Rule Three, of the Rules of Golf, as approved by the United States Golf Association and the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St. Andrews, Scotland, states, "Maximum of Fourteen Clubs." The rule goes on to say that "the player is limited to the clubs thus selected for that round."

This rule was necessary to prevent tournament players from loading their golf bags with every conceivable weapon from two putters, to four wedges, chipping clubs, extra drivers, etc., and to provide some reasonable control where players would compete on an equal basis regarding their equipment.

From its inception, the rule has created a great deal of controversy, not regarding the limitation of clubs, but rather the specified number, "fourteen." Again today from tournament players, both amateur and professional, comes the cry, "Why not 16 clubs?"

Discussions of the subject have run the gamut from the preservation of skill and technique, through the obvious abuses of the past, to the present fear of the power hitter and the possible loss of perspective in scoring.

We think the whole issue revolves around one point, namely, "has the method of playing golf changed in the past 40 years?" If we conclude that it has remained the same, that is, the approach to low scoring is the same with today's competitors as before; then, perhaps, the 14 club rule should remain unchanged. On the other hand, if today's players have a different approach, then one must conclude that perhaps the 14 club limit is lagging behind the growth of the game and a more realistic 16 club limit should be substituted.

WHY 16 CLUBS?

In the days before steel shafts, swingweights and matched sets of clubs, the players learned to compensate and improvise with a small number of "favorite clubs," all selected by feel. It was difficult to find a set of clubs in this manner and the player learned to adjust his swing to compensate for the lack of uniformity in his equipment. The mark of excellence was "how many different shots could a man play with control with a given club."

But even these players recognized the fallibility of their equipment. It is remarkable how close these men could come to matching complete sets by feel alone.

The most famous example of this was the great Bob Jones. When he retired in 1930 and his clubs were weighed and compared, they were found to be almost identical in swingweight with the exception of the seven-iron, a club known to cause Mr. Jones some consternation.

With the advent of the steel shaft, the modern player could pick up where Bob Jones and other greats left off. A new challenge was offered by the perfectly matched sets turned out by manufacturers. Now it remained for the player to produce a machine-like consistent swing, and new standards of excellence became possible.

Below you will see a chart recognizing 15 clubs. Add the putter to this list and you have a complete set of sixteen clubs.

A close examination of this chart indicates that removing two clubs from this list becomes a most difficult problem. From the standpoint of loft alone, removing more than the one iron leaves a serious gap in the player's bag of clubs.

A very fine professional told us about playing in the U.S. Open at San Francisco two years ago. On one long par four hole after hitting his best tee shot and a full three wood was still short of the green. If he had been able to use a brassie, he could have reached the green. Why arbitrarily keep an excellent player from using the proper club? Of course, the player could have carried a brassie, but he would have had to remove another club in its place.

The selection of these 16 clubs is not an arbitrary one. Experience of great players of several decades in the proving ground of major championship competition results in almost unanimous agreement. Herein lies a standard of excellence to be striven for by every golfer.

If the player is capable of producing a repeating swing, he will be rewarded with the ability to cope with any given distance. His degree of proficiency will still be determined by how well he masters each of the 16 clubs and how well he learns to apply this to playing the game.

Under the present 14 club rule, the player is forced to compensate with a point of loft alone, removing more than the one iron leaves a serious gap in the player's bag of clubs.

Starting with this issue, GOLFDOM launches its Pro's Corner column. We invite any professional, who would like to voice a constructive opinion on golf or the golf business, to send in his views. GOLFDOM will pay up to $150, for articles accepted, depending on length and quality of material.
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sate. He must eliminate two clubs. Is this not like asking today's surgeon to operate without his complete modern bag of instruments? Usually the golfer eliminates the #2 wood and the one-iron. These are two of the most demanding and exciting clubs in the set. The player then improvises by making the #3 wood into a 2 1/2 wood and maybe taking some loft off his number two-iron. Stronger players might remove one or the other at the expense of the #3 or #4 wood. But once the set is altered, something is taken from the game.

We read of the great brassie (two-wood) shots of Bob Jones. Think of the memorable one-iron shots of Sam Snead, Arnold Palmer and more recently, Jack Nicklaus.

The particular flight of the #2 wood into the wind on a long par five or that one-iron into a crosswind at a tough par three is something to behold. The exact result cannot be produced by a 2 1/2 wood or a two-iron with less loft, even in the hands of an expert.

Perhaps, if the rule were changed to 16 clubs, there would be more improvisation. A weaker player might substitute the #5 wood for the one-iron. Or, perhaps, some would carry three wedges.

But what is the greater evil, permitting the player, particularly the duffer, a slight leeway, or destroying the integrity of the modern matched set by adhering to a rule retained to perpetuate a philosophy of playing the game which no longer exists?

The Metropolitan Section PGA of America recognizes its obligation to express its views on controversial issues which affect the game of golf.